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The goal of this assignment is to help you start to think like an economist.  First, familiarize yourself with the 

Six Core Principles of Economics.  You might also check out youtube - there’s a few student videos that explain 

these principles https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=g3R4ibRQVbI. Start paying attention 

to any story that has an economic angle to it.  At least 2 times during the summer, find a quality article or 

podcast about an economics topic and complete the assignment below.   

● Each article should be at least 1000 words. (If you read print magazines, 4-5 pages or so.)  

 

● If you choose a podcast, it should be >20 minutes long.  

 

● Suggested sources: Atlantic, New Yorker, Wall Street Journal, Economist, Forbes, Business Week, 

Planet Money 

 

● Each article is worth 10 points.   

How to Complete The Summer Assignment 

For each of the 2 readings you need to: 

(follow the format of the sample on the next page) 

1. Select a DEFINITIVE quote (about 30 words or so) from the reading that you think encompasses the 

author’s point the best.  The quote should be in quotation marks. 

 

2. State the thesis of the reading in your own words. 

 

3. Provide 3 bullet points (in your own words) that show how the article reflects three different principles 

of the Core Principles of Economics. 

 

4. Make one connection from the reading to your own economic choices and decisions. How might the 

information in the article help or hurt your economic future or affect your own consumer choices?  

 

5. Provide the MLA citation for the article, including author, publisher, and date.  

All of this should not exceed 300 words and should fit onto a half-sheet of standard paper.  (Learning to be 

concise is an important skill!)  

You should submit TWO completed article summaries. 

Students that want to take both Micro and Macro next year will need 4 different sources 

2 per class 

 

mailto:Mchakmakian@ribetacademy.com
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Here’s a sample of what the assignment should look and read like:  

Your Name 

July 21, 2019 

APMacro Summer Work #1  

  

“But if we've learned anything in the digital age, a ubiquitous service, whether it's Yahoo or AOL or 

BlackBerry, can wither on a dime when the next cool platform comes along. Ask anyone under 18 (a cohort 

who view Facebook as their parents' social network): Instagram is that next platform. [Kevin] Systrom and his 

lean team are future-proofing Facebook…”  

  

Instagram’s ability to “stay lean” with a small staff and its simple, user-friendly interfaces have made it the 

fastest-growing social network platform and wildly appealing to advertisers, appealing to celebrities like Pope 

Francis, Steph Curry, and the fashion world as well as the desirable youth market.  

 

● Principle 1: People Choose:  Advertisers have limited dollars and choosing Instagram lets them reach 

more consumers with lower costs.  The Nonoo Instagram fashion show drove more people to her site 

than ever at 65% less cost than any other promotion.  
● Principle 3: People respond to incentives: Instagram has been very careful in controlling the types of ads 

it allows on its site.  By limiting the “annoying” factor of its ads, users stay on longer, making them an 

even more desirable advertising target.  
● Principle 5: Voluntary trade creates wealth: Facebook acquired Instagram and allows IG to specialize on 

its unique model, rather than absorbing it into the Facebook way.  This has allowed both to grow, and 

attract a huge percentage of the social media market.  

  

This article connects to my own habits as a consumer of social media.  I tend to prefer Facebook to Instagram 

but now that I know a little bit more about how each has different advertising techniques, I’ll be more aware of 

them as I spend my time on each platform.  

 

Chaykowski, Kathleen. "Instagram, The $50 Billion Grand Slam Driving Facebook's Future: The Forbes Cover Story." 

Forbes. Forbes Magazine, 04 Aug. 2016. Web. 19 June 2017.  

 

 


